
  

Proposal Form – The 
HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER 
exhibition 

• A PDF version of this completed Proposal Form will be presented to 
the class in week 10 

• A PDF version of this completed Proposal Form will be submitted to 
Turnitin by 5.00pm Tuesday 6th December 

• To fill in this form successfully make sure your self - directed project 
is completed and documented i.e. installed, projected, printed, 
performed, published etc.  

• To fill in this form successfully make sure you complete all 8 of the 
sections of the form 

• In this assignment you are required to propose your own actual 
completed project for an imaginary/ hypothetical  pop up exhibition 
titled The HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER at Aberystwyth Arts Centre  

• Complete this proposal to the best of your ability as though it will be 
presented to AU Lecturer Miranda Whall and Aberystwyth Arts Centre; 
Visual Arts Assistant Rachel Luxton, Visual Arts Manager Ffion Rhys 
and AC Director Daffyd Rhys. 

• This proposal will be used to hypothetically budget, equip, assist, 
prepare, plan, curate and event manage The HYPOTHETICAL 
TAKEOVER  

Section 1 - Your Details 

Your name  
Sofia Gil de Biedma 

Your email 
sofiagbb@gmail.com 

Your mobile phone number  
0789717935 

Section 2 – Your completed project: 



The title of your completed project 

In a nutshell 

A 20 word description of your completed project – what is it exactly i.e. a film. 
Performance? 
“In a nutshell” is a 9:15 minute color fictional short film portraying the 
relationship of the main character with a walnut. 

A 100 word statement summarizing the concept of your completed project in more 
detail 
The initial idea around this project was to create a short film that depicted the 
importance of being truthful to ourselves and our surroundings. Through its 
development, this idea solidified in a one-character movie based on the discovery 
of a nut. Through this simple visual metaphor, involving just the character and the 
nut, the project expresses the importance of looking at nature, our realities, and 
everyday lives with an honest and vulnerable outlook. Inspired by the special 
dynamic that I discovered doing interviews last semester, I want to represent the 
importance of opening ourselves to life to create the space for it to unfold itself 
back to us. 

Section 3 – Documentation of your actual completed project: 

5 informative photographic/video images of the development of your project 

 

 



5 informative photographic/video images of your completed project actually 
installed, projected, printed, performed or staged  

 Final video: https://youtu.be/XozhQy7O8YU 

https://youtu.be/XozhQy7O8YU


Section 4 – A description of your imaginary HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER 
exhibition: 

A 300 word description of an imaginary self- curated HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER pop 
up (24 hour maximum) exhibition which will include your own actual completed 
project.  
The exhibition "A focus on presence" will take place at the Aberystwyth Arts Centre 
on Friday 16th December 2022. This exhibition brings together a total of 5 artistic 
ensembles created by different international contemporary artists. Through the 
combination of these works, the exhibition offers a uniquely immersive and 
meditative experience, using the multidisciplinary nature of the whole to capture 
the public's attention, suspend them in time and create a space of joint presence. 
All of the selected works are intended to work together so that by the end of the 
exhibition, the public leaves connected to nature and their surroundings. To create 
this impact, the event will be organized in a guided manner. 
Entering through the entrance of the Arts Center, the audience will climb the stairs 
to meet the first work, the performance "The artist is present" by Marina 
Abramovich, taking place in the Great Hall. This immersive performance will mark 
a clear line between the outside rhythm and the one in the exhibition.  Now 
submerged in a state of total presence, the audience will proceed up the stairs to 
the third floor, where they will encounter the photographic series "Pájaros" by 
Graciela Iturbide in Gallery 2, and then visit the installation "I am the river" by Eva 
Koch located in the Theatre. This moving interactive experience will re-ground the 
viewer into the time and flow of the exhibition so that, by only crossing to the 
Studio, they are able to appreciate the sculpture "Pollen from Hazelnut" by 
Wolfgang Laib, in a state of complete mindfulness. After walking around this 
conceptual artwork in the small circular space of the Studio, the audience will 
proceed downstairs, where after moving a bit their legs they will enter the Cinema 
to watch the film “In a nutshell" by Sofia Gil de Biedma. 

Include maps, diagrams, digital mock ups etc. anything that supports and evidences your self- 
curated HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER exhibition 

1. RED STATION: THE ARTIST IS PRESENT, MARINA ABRAMOVICH (FLOOR 2) 



2. YELLOW STATION: PAJAROS, GRACIELA ITURBIDE (FLOOR 3) 

3. BLUE STATION: I AM THE RIVER, EVA KOCH (FLOOR 3) 



4. GREEN STATION:HAZELNUT POLLEN, WOLFGANG LAIB (FLOOR 3) 

5. PURPULE STATION: IN A NUTSHELL, SOFIA GIL DE BIEDMA (FLOOR 2) 

Going down from the Studio in the third floor to 
the Cinema in the second floor. 

 



Section 5 – The other (actual) artists in your self - curated imaginary/
hypothetical TAKEOVER exhibition: 

A 100 word introduction to one artist and one of their projects (artist 1) that you 
would include in your HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER exhibition. Attach 2 images of the 
artists’ work including a credit and label 
The first room of the exhibition will be occupied by the performance “The artist is 
present”. Considered one of the most outstanding works of the Serbian artist 
Marina Abramović, this 736 hours and 30 minute long performance consists of a 
simple squared space where the artist sits motionless in silence staring at the 
spectator sitting in the chair in front of her. This intimate meditative exercise aims 
to elevate the audience’s spirit through the raw presence and connection with the 
artist. Like in the rest of her work, Abramović experiments with the intention of 
identifying and transgressing: the limits of bodily control and the relationship 
between audience and artist. 

A 100 word introduction to one artist and one of their projects (artist 2) that you 
would include in your HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER. Attach 2 images of the artists’ 
work including a credit and label 
The second section of the exhibition will be the photographic series "Pájaros" by 
the Mexican artist Graciela Iturbide. This is a series of 17 black and white 
photographs of birds, taken between the late 1980s and early 1990s in Mexico and 
India. Inspired by photographers such as Koudelka and Manuel Álvarez Bravo, the 
artist has a poetic photographic style, which is based on turning the everyday into 
abstract and extraordinary images. Her art, as the artist herself puts it, is to: “go 
off with my camera, observe, capture the most mythical part of man, then go into 
darkness, develop, and choose the symbolism”. 

“The artist is present ” Marina Abramović (2010). 
Performance 

Scenography of the performance “The artist is present ” 
Marina Abramović (2010).

Ojos para volar. Coyoacan, Mexico. Graciela Iturbide (1991). Ojos para volar. Coyoacan, Mexico. Graciela Iturbide (1991).



A 100 word introduction to one artist and one of their projects (artist 3) that you 
would include in your HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER. Attach 2 images of the artists’ 
work including a credit and label 
The third selected work is "I am the river", a 12 x 7 meter video installation 
created by the Danish sculptor Eva Koch in 2012. The video is a life-size 
representation of a section of the great waterfall Gljufrarbui (Iceland). The video 
of the falling cascade has been slowed down so that you can follow the water flow 
from beginning to end. The scale of the installation and the loud sound of it 
creates an immersive experience for the viewer, who feels the power and beauty of 
nature, as well as the smallness of human existence in comparison to it. 

A 100 word introduction to one artist and one of their projects (artist 4) that you 
would include in your HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER. Attach 2 images of the artists’ 
work including a credit and label 

The fourth and last work selected for the exhibition is the installation "Pollen from 
Hazelnut" created by Wolfgang Laib and exhibited at the MoMa in 2013. This 
famous German artist, known for his large sculptures based on the use of natural 
materials such as rice, beeswax or milk, uses hazelnut pollen, collected by himself 
since the 1990s, to create a 5 x 4 m monochrome installation. With a minimalist 
and conceptual style, the artist's performance of delicately placing the pollen to 
create the piece conveys a powerful message about the essence of life and our 
relationship with nature. 

Wolfgang Laib installing pollen for the exhibition at the MoMa.Pollen from Hazelnut Instalation view. January 23, 2013–
March 11, 2013. Photograph by Jonathan Muzikar..

Installation “I am the river” by Eva Koch. 
Photograph by Lea Nielsen.

Installation “I am the river” by Eva Koch. 
Photograph by Rowan Conroy.



Section 6– The connections: 

A 100 word description of how your own completed project would be installed/
staged in the HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER exhibition at the Arts Centre 
During the exhibition "A focus on presence" my film will be shown on the big screen 
of the Cinema at the Aberystwyth Art Centre. As it is only a MPEG-4 video file to be 
projected on the screen the installation process will not be very complicated. The 
Arts Centre already has all the necessary materials (projector, HDMI cables, 
computers) so I will only have to provide the file with a USB stick. However, I will 
make sure to bring the USB two weeks before the screening to make sure that 
everything works and that the film looks good on the full screen. 

A 100 word description of where your own completed project would be installed/
staged in the HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER exhibition at the Arts Centre 
My project, the film "In a nutshell", will be shown in the Cinema at the Aberystwyth 
Arts Centre.  The Cinema is specifically located on the second floor of the building, 
at the opposite end of the floor to the cafeteria.  This is a strategic location as it is 
located next to the exit and therefore, being the last work of the exhibition to be 
visited, it facilitates the flow of the public. On the other hand, being on the same 
floor as the cafeteria, it also invites the public to stay and comment on the 
exhibition and its immersive experience. 

A 300 word description on why your own completed project would be installed/
staged in the HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER exhibition at the Arts Centre (make a case/
an argument for why you project should be in this exhibition) 

The film "In a nutshell" is an indispensable element in the exhibition "A focus on 
presence". The exhibition in question is composed of only five works, so all of them 
are important pillars to achieve the homogeneous whole needed in order to create 
the slowed-down atmosphere that the event aims for. Even so, since the aim is to 
create an immersive experience for the spectator, the first and last works are 
crucial to successfully achieving this purpose. Marina Abramovich's performance 
will create a temporary first impact on the newly arrived audience and in the same 
way, my film will act as a bridge between the experience lived during the 
exhibition and the outside world. The cinematographic nature of the film will 
therefore be the best way to end this interdisciplinary exhibition as it will 
transport the audience during the 9-minute projection into a slow and reflective 
state, from which to process the abstract meaning of the joint experience. Through 
the slow classical music present in the film the audience will be plunged into a 
meditative state, from which to process the concise poetic phrases that will appear 
in yellow subtitles on the screen. After a purely visual exhibition, this final work 
will return the words to the audience so that they can give shape and word the 
recent sensory experience. In other words, the film will act as a bridge between 
the exhibition and the outside world through the explanation of the final message. 
The film will give meaning to the whole experience in order to make it last in the 
individual. In a way, it will pick up the initial argument of "The artist is present" by 
reconnecting the mind and body of the audience to help them achieve a state of 
total presence and a heightened awareness of their surroundings. 



Section 7 - The practicalities: 

What equipment might you need to install your own completed project in The 
HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER 
- USB stick 

- Computer 

- HDMI cables (with adaptor for the computer) 

- Projector 

What technical help might you need to install your own completed project in The 
HYPOTHETICAL TAKEOVER 

I would need technical assistance to get the film, brought on the USB stick, to 
project successfully on the Cinema. During the screening I would also technical 
support to ensure that it all runs smoothly. 

Section 8- Questions: 

A list of at least 5 hypothetical questions relating to your own completed project in 
the Hypothetical exhibition for AU Lecturer Miranda Whall and Aberystwyth Arts 
Centre; Gallery Assistant Ruth Hogg, Visual Arts Assistant Rachel Luxton, 
Visual Arts Manager Ffion Rhys and AC Director Daffyd Rhys. 

1) What dimensions should the movie file have to be seen with good quality 
on the big screen of the Arts Center Cinema? 

2) Do I have to provide the audio and video files of the movie separately for 
the screening or do both sound and image systems in the Cinema work 
together?  

3) Do I have to add the music provider in the credits if it comes from a free-
download internet website? 

4) Can I document the interaction of the public with my project and upload 
it to the internet? Do I need to ask for signed consent from the Arts Center 
or its employees? 

5) How many people can fit in the Arts Centre Cinema? 

6) Is the Cinema adapted for people with disabilities? 

7) Is there any alternative sound system available, such as the use of 
connected headphones, in the Cinema for people with hearing disabilities or 
individuals sensitive to loud environments? 




